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Abstract—Optimization in Robotics are applied to find the 

best solution for increasing the 3D space precision, reduce the 

vibrations, choose the optimal applied base point of the robots

to minimize the time of application, finding constructive or 

functional parameters that ensure reduced energy consumption, 

reduce the vibration and increase the stability of the movement,

choose the optimal variation of the moments in all joints, finally 

to optimize the dynamic behavior.

In the work was developed one proper algorithm to obtain, 

iteratively the extreme performances to the 3D space trajectory 

without vibration in the desirable field of the Fourier spectrum. 

The research show how can be increased the accuracy of the 

internal coordinate by solving the inverse kinematics with 

proper method with the goal to touch the extreme precision 

better than 0.001mm.

Index Terms—Forward kinematics, Inverse kinematics, 

fourier generator, inverse kinematics, neural network, smart 

damper system.

I. GENERALITY ABOUT THE OPTIMIZATION WORK

Optimization means finding the best solution for a problem 

under given circumstances. Mathematical optimization 

means that the problem to have solving must be respect one 

objective function, the constraints for all imposed parameters 

and one iterative algorithm that was validated by the 

experimental assisted research.

Many problems in robotics require optimization of 

multiple conflicting criteria, such as the speed of a system 

and its energy efficiency, or precision and stability. 

The optimization problem can be single or multi- objective 

problem. In the multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem, 

these multiple objectives are treated independent between 

them. Instead of a single optimum, this gives rise to a set of 

Pareto optimal solutions, termed the Pareto set [1]-[7]. 

Another important consideration when optimizing the 

performance of a robotic system is that the optimization work 

can be expensivesuch as time of assisted research, financial 

cost, or use of computational resources. In this work we 

consider a single objective function for different optimization 

proposed ways. In the expensive MOO case, the goal is to 

reduce the number of experiments needed to find the Pareto

solutions. Methods such as descent gradient method or 

genetic algorithms are not designed to limit the number of 

objective functions.

When it comes to design optimization, Papalambros et al.

give the following definition in [8]: “Informally, but 
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rigorously, we can say that design optimization involves: the 

selection of a set of variables to describe the design 

alternatives; the selection of an objective (criterion), 

expressed in terms of the design variables, which we seek to 

minimize or maximize; the determination of a set of 

constraints, expressed in terms of the design variables, which 

must be satisfied by an desirable or acceptable design; the 

determination of a set of values for the design variables, 

which minimize (or maximize) the objective, while satisfying 

all the constraints.” Design variables are in this work also 

called optimization variables when they are used in 

optimization formulations. 

In any cases of optimization work the required steps are

the following: establishing all desirable and needed 

optimizing ways; define the optimization functions

conformity with the needed results; establishing the objective 

function’s values and constraints violation;establishing the 

optimization mathematical algorithm; define detailed system 

parameters model; make the simulation procedure and obtain 

the results characteristics; comparing the results with the 

required performances and adjust iteratively the algorithm to 

touch the imposed target with respect strictly the objective 

function.

Many design methods, which are applicable to robot 

design, exist in academic literature.

The concept of manipulability was introduced by 

Yoshikawa [9] as a means to measure the ability of robotic 

system in positioning and orienting end effecters. Asada [10] 

introduced the generalized inertia ellipsoid as a tool to 

measure the capability of changing the velocity of the end

effecter. Furthermore, Graettinger and Krogh [11] developed 

the acceleration radius like a optimized method. The 

acceleration radius is a global generalization of the local 

measures of the dynamic responsiveness proposed by other 

researchers such as Yoshikwa [9]. The acceleration radius is 

a minimum limit of the acceleration'smagnitude that can be 

achieved at the end effector from any state (joint position and 

velocity) in the working space. Furthermore, Bowling 

presents in [12] a whole analysis of robotic dynamic 

performance.Ma and Angeles [13] showed how the 

architecture of a manipulator is optimized under dynamic 

isotropy conditions. Here, the design strategy is to render the 

generalized inertia matrix of a manipulator as close to 

dynamic isotropy and hence achieve optimum dynamic 

performance. In recent years, Angeles has put forward 

methods which focus on the kineto static optimization of 

manipulators [14]. These methods reveals on the 

minimization of a condition number of the Jacobian matrix 

over the architectural parameters and the posture variables of 

the manipulator. The minimization of the condition number 

of the Jacobian has been put forward by others [15], but 

Angeles introduced the characteristic length in order to 
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limited the Jacobian matrices. In [16], the concept is revisited 

and put forward from a different point of view. The concept 

of homogeneous space is introduced in order to relieve the 

designer from the concept of characteristic length. A more 

straightforward kinematic measure, normally used by 

industrial robot manufacturers, is based on the maximum 

reach (see Fig. 1) of a robot. Other kinematic performance 

measures used by industrial manufacturers that affect the 

shape of the workspace is the so called stroke. The stroke is 

defined as the offset between maximum reach and minimum 

reach of the end effector of a robot. 

Fig. 1. Shape, reach, and stroke of the workspace of an ABB 

IRB6640-185/2.8 robot.

The robot configuration,the structure and the drive are 

designed based on the cycle time (time required to execute 

working cycles) or about the speed and acceleration 

requirements. The mass data is obtained based on an initial 

design of the application. 

II. SOME ALGORITHMS FOR OPTIMIZATION 

In the optimization work the steps that must be solve are 

the followings: -define the object function; -define the all 

imposed constraints by the physical application and for the 

robot's designed structure; -make and apply the iterative 

algorithm; -adjust the algorithm before touch the 

convergence process.

A. Optimization the Position of the Base Point

In this kind of application will be necessary to find the 

better position of the application base robot's point in the 3D 

space to obtain the minimum time of robot work. The 

algorithm contents the inverse kinematic solving of the used 

robot, the forward kinematics and neural network to obtain 

the internal coordinate that assures the touching space target 

with one precision more than 0.001mm. The application 

points are finding in one cube that follows the constraints 

conditions. The proposed algorithm Pseudo- Inverse 

Jacobian- Matrix- Method with Sigmoid- Bipolar-

Hyperbolic- Tangent- Neural- Network with Time- Delay 

and Recurrent- Links (PIJMM- SBHTNN- TDRL)will be 

applied for all application points of robot [17- 19], points that 

will be obtainedby interpolation between the constraints 

limits of the base point of the robot. After that, will be 

resulted the internal coordinates that assured also the extreme 

precision and the better position of the robot's base. The 

objective function of optimization problem is calculate for all 

possible application points pi, represents the minimum time 

of motion between points P1and Piof the proposed 

application, when the application is multi robots and the 

movements of all joints are successively: 

(1)and the constraints:

qi min <qi< qi max;

or the movements are simultaneously:

           (2)

where: m is the number of DOF; n is the number of robots in 

application, i- the degree of freedom of each robot, qi- the 

movement in each joint; qi
’ is the velocity in each robot’s 

joints; pi is the possible application points to belong of the 

acceptable field A; Piis the end effecter point that must be 

inside of the working space. 

The block schema of the applied algorithm is shown in Fig.

2.

Fig. 2. The block schema of the applied algorithm to find the best solution of 

the inverse kinematicsPIJMM-BSHTNN-TDRL.

B. Optimization of the Consumption of Energy

In many cases will be necessary to decrease the 

consumption of energy, more in the application multi robots. 

This method of optimization is one unconstrained and 

constrained method because some of the optimization 

function parameters is unconstrained.

 ( min ( ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))
i x y z i i i

app

E q F F F d x q d y q d z q       (3)

with the constraints:

The algorithm in this case is the complex form that must to 

minimize the consumption of energy by minimize the 

trajectory and active forces for the successive movements.

C. Optimization of the 3D Space Trajectory Precision

In the optimization of the 3D precision one important role 
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have the precision of the solving the inverse kinematics

[20]-[26]. The proper method that it is applied was one 

complex method of Pseudo Inverse Jacobian Matrix Method

coupled with Bipolar Sigmoid Hyperbolic Tangent Neural 

Network with Time Delay and Recurrent Links 

(PIJMM-BSHTNN-TDRL). The objective function is:

         
(4)

The complex algorithm that include the proper Iterative 

Pseudo Inverse Jacobian Matrix Method (IPIJMM) and 

proper neural network Bipolar Sigmoid Hyperbolic Tangent 

Neural Network with Time Delay and Recurrent Links 

(BSHTNN-TDRL) [27]-[30].

1

( ) [( ) ( ( ))][ ( )] {[ ( )][ ( )] }

( ) ( ) ( )

T T

i i i i i i

j i i

dq T FK q J q J q J q

q q dq
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D. Optimization of the Vibration Fourier Spectrum

Method consists in the decreasing the vibration in one field 

by impose the desired Fourier spectrum. By this method will 

be possible to avoid the vibration from the Fourier spectrum 

that provide from the machine where was positioning the 

robot. The algorithm contents the Fourier generator, the 

smart damper, the accelerometers, the smart controller and 

the proper neural network.

The objective function in this case is:

                  (7)

and the complex algorithm for damper system:
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(8)

and the same for the used neural network where: x and y are 

the primary, respectively the secondary displacement 

variables [m]; z is the internal history dependency variable of 

the magneto rheological damper (MRD) [m]; k0 , k1 are the 

non linear internal rigidity of the (MRD), [N/m] depending of 

the current intensity i[A]; c0 and c1 are the internal viscous 

damping parameters of the (MRD) [Ns/m]; α is the internal 

parameter whathave non linear evolution and depend on the 

magnetic variable field (electrical intensity); parameter β 

characterize the gain of increasing of the damping force 

versus velocity; x0isthe perturbation displacement [m];  is 

the hysteresis parameter.

Fig. 3. Block schema for the smart system to optimize the Fourier spectrum 

of the robot.

E. Optimization of the Torques Characteristics

The method contents the possibility to find the minimum 

of variation of the torques of one application, by decreasing 

the pick of acceleration.Were studied some velocities 

characteristics with simultaneously movement only during 

the constant velocities. The objective function is 

                 (9)
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Fig.4. The results of the simulation of the forces and moments in all joints 

when the velocity characteristics are: successive; successive and 

simultaneously; simultaneously.

The applied algorithm is:
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where:ri-1
0 is the position matrix of i-1 Cartesian system with 

respect to the fixed system;  wi,0
i–absolute dual velocity 

matrix of ibody with respect to the iCartesian system; Ti-1
i–

transfer dual velocity and acceleration matrix from i-1to i

Cartesian system; F-the active forces matrix in a Cartesian 

fixed system; M- active moment matrix in a Cartesian fixed 

system; zu- joint-bodies matrix; Di-1
i- transfer matrix between 

i-1and i body; FR- resistant forces matrix; MR– resistant 

moments matrix; mi- mass matrix of ibody; Jgi
0- inertial 

tensor matrix of i body;  ai,o
i- absolute dual acceleration 

matrix in a i body Cartesian system; 
i,0

i- non symmetric 

absolute angular velocity matrix in a i body Cartesian system; 

rgi
i- position of the gravity center matrix in a i body Cartesian 

system; i,i-1
i- angular relative acceleration matrix between 

iandi-1 in a i body Cartesian system; i,i-1
i- angular relative 

velocity between i and i-1in a i body Cartesian system; B^-

modified arm of force matrix; f is the damping force [N]; K’i
gi

variation of the kinetic moment to thei Cartesian system.

III. VIRTUAL LABVIEW
TM INSTRUMENTATION 

In the assisted research were used some virtual instruments 

to find the best solutions at the optimization problem in 

robotics. Some of these front panel instruments were shown 

in the following. Each instrument work on-line with 

possibility to adjust some of the constructive- functional 

parameters with the final goal to find the better solution to 

minimize, or maximize the objective functions. Fig. 5. The virtual LabVIEW instrument for the inverse kinematics problem.
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Fig. 6. The virtual LabVIEW instrument for the assisted acquisition of the 

velocities, acceleration, electrical tension, forces and moments.

Fig. 7. The assisted acquisition of the acceleration to determine the 

Fourier spectrum field with minimum of acceleration that will be assured the 

minimum of the moments.

Fig. 8. The assisted research of the Fourier spectrum without and with 

smart damper in the robot structure.

Fig. 9. The numerical simulation of the forces and moments with the 

proposed algorithm.

IV. DISCUSSING THE RESULTS

The optimization problem is the most complex and 

important problem in Robotics. Now, in the world the robots 

with open chain are used like manufacturing systems and for 

that it is necessary to optimize the dynamic stiffness and 

compliance by optimize the design of the robot, chose the 

optimal mass of all bodies, insert the damper smart systems in 

to the robot's structure to avoid, change or decrease the 

Fourier vibration spectrum.

After the analyze of the numerical simulation results, using 

the input data from the experimental setup, we can remark the 

followings: -the analyze of the position is important to 

establish the work space and the singularity of some 

movements; -because all VI-s work on-line will be possible to 

choose the optimal values for some dimensions of the robot’s 

mechanical parts, body’s masses, the velocity command 

characteristics and what of the joints can work in 

simultaneously movement without big influences to the 

forces and moments variations, see Fig. 5 - Fig. 7; -the 

position analyze offers the possibility to determine the 

singular points of the movement, the possibility to show the 

contact or collision with other bodies, can be traced the 

trajectory of the end effector and see the fuzzy interaction 

with other space work; -doing the study of the moments and 

forces characteristics is very important to establish the 

control low of the magnetorheological damper (control low 

of the current intensity applied to the damper, what will have 

the inverse mirror aspect than this), see fig.8; -knowing the 

forces and moments variation in all joints of the robot’s 

structure assures the correct calculus of the mechanical parts 

of all robot’s modulus, fig.9; -determining the allure of the 

velocities and accelerations characteristics are important 

when will be applied some correction of the movements to 

reduce the forces and moments variation, Fig.7; -the bigger 

value of the force and moment is in the case of the 

simultaneously movements and in the case when the first 

modulus velocity is bigger than others, figs.4; -the pointers 

forces and moments vectors (3D variation) are important for 

the dimensioning and calculus of all mechanical parts of the 

robot’s modulus; -apply this method and the VI-s assures to 

obtain the optimal dynamic behavior, of point of view, for 

allotment of the movement and pause, fixing the time of 

movement and pause between the joints movements, and the 

parameters of the trapezoidal velocity characteristic. The 

method contents the possibility to find the minimum of 

variation of the torques between some applications, by 

decreasing the pick of acceleration. 

V. CONCLUSION

In the research the VI-s approach shortens the automation 

time significantly and decreases the overall system cost, then 

increases the efficiency of research as compared with 

traditional methods or conventional instruments. 

LabVIEW’s graphical environment is easy to learn, 

customize and debug the VI-s applications as compared with 

text based programming languages. This enables the 

researchers to focus on the research project, and then finally 

accelerate the research. Without the VI-s were not be possible 
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to obtain the dynamic behavior of the robots, were not be 

possible to adjust and validate the complex mathematical 

matrix model and compare easily the theoretical results with 

experimental.
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